The Kona Classics-U.S. gets professional downhill team has

deployed cars designed to build up a bike that runs. This year

alone, Fadion Voll and Tracy Mosley have been using a

stock Stan Supreme to win World Cup downhill events across

several different continents. night out of the box, these bikes

are designed to run on World Cup courses.

**Fig 2.** It was World Cup races...that sounds good, doesn't it?

This is the exact bike that Tracy Mosley was leading the World Cup Downhill

series with. Specifically designed for this sport's highest-level competitors. If we

were French we would say "piece de resistance", with flair.

**Fig 2.** Our original pintadeer downhill race bike. From sleeping on cold, hard, cheap motel

rooms floors, to someday whippin the bajeezus out of a big name factory rider. Start here.